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How can an EPC complete piping design,
easier, faster, and more reliably,
as it relates to control valves?

Transfer control valve spec sheets and envelope dimensions
as DATA rather than PDF files.
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Topics covered
• Current State
• New Capability
• Process
• Pre-Requisites and Limitations
• Benefits
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Pain of current method
• Submitting PDF valve spec sheets and outline drawings has room for improvement.

1. Schedule Lead Time /Queue Time: EPC’s project schedule must
include queue time to manually enter data into Smart Plant
Instrumentation and create 3D control valve shapes for their piping design.
• 500 drawings x ½ hour average per tag = 250 hours = 4 people for 2 weeks lead time

2. Work Effort: Manually entering data and double checking is a lot of
work effort.
• Data Sheets: 500 data sheets x 2 revisions per tag x ½ hour = 500 hours of work
• Drawings: 500 drawings x 2 revisions per tag x ½ hour per tag = 500 hours of work
– 1000 hours total

3. Data Entry Mistakes: Manual data entry mistakes for dimensional
data for piping can be costly and time consuming to fix if discovered
during construction.
• Risk: Cost of rework during construction and project schedule delays.
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PDF Document vs Data
•
•
•
•
•

“PDF” Method

Fisher
Valve
Selection

Control
Valve
Data
Sheet
(PDF)

Fisher
Outline
Drawing
(PDF)

Data
Entry

Manual data entry (15-45 mins per valve)
Longer Queue (200 valves with 1 person = 2 weeks)
Longer Project Schedule
Occasional data entry mistakes
Orientation changes drive Hold Fab & Change Orders

EPC Instrumentation Equipment
Management and Piping Design
Intergraph
SmartPlant
Instrumentation
(SPI)

And if the EPC requires the sales office to enter the Fisher
valve construction info on their PDF Valve Data Sheet, this
adds another manual data entry step and queue time.

“Data” Method

Fisher First 2

Control Valve Spec Sheet data
and Dimensional Data for Piping

.csv file

(with 440+ columns of data)

Intergraph
Smart 3D
(S3D)
• Data imports directly into SPI for I&C Engineer
• Data published to S3D for Piping Designer
• Project schedule reduced by weeks (release piping
spool pieces to fabricators weeks earlier)
• Reduce data entry mistakes
• Orientation changes resolved much earlier.
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Process Workflow
Note, at this time, the process is focused at starting with the control valve already sized and selected. Transferring initial process data from SPI to FF2 is a future topic.

Export data
to CSV file
The .csv data file can be emailed
and/or formally submitted on a
documentation transmittal.

Import data
into SPI.

Publish
DDP data to
SPF (by
tag)

Select Tag
and insert
3D shape
into piping
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Note: Requested orientation changes can be communicated back to the sales office
using notes on the DDP file (since drawings would not be used for piping design).
The desired orientation attributes can be selected in FF2 and the DDP resubmitted.
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EPC’s using custom valve spec sheet in SPI
• EPC’s typically create a custom spec sheet form in SPI for each project.
• No problem. The new process can handle either…
– SPI Form 90 – standard Fisher control valve specification sheet in SPI
or
Intergraph SmartPlant Instrumentation
– Custom valve spec sheet form in SPI

(SPI)

Form 90 - Fisher Spec Sheet
Intergraph SPI
Import Utility

Fisher
First 2

Standard
FF2-to-SPI
Data File

standard
Fisher import
‘Link File’

or

EPC’s custom valve spec sheet form

custom
import map
‘Link File’

If EPC is using a custom control valve spec sheet form in SPI,
the Fisher FCEC FF2 team, as a paid service, can create the map needed to populate it.
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FF2-to-SPI Data File

Approx. 400 columns of Control Valve Spec Sheet data

Approx. 40 columns of associated Dimensional Data for Piping (DDP)

The .csv data file includes both the
Control Valve Spec Sheet and DDP combined
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Dimensional Data for Piping
Emerson/Fisher provides the DDP data in a .csv file (that can be opened in Excel):

Tags

Standard 3D shapes are referenced

Up to 30 dimensions per 3D shape

(Intergraph refers to these as Dimensional Groups.)

Intergraph and Emerson
have pre-defined 3D shapes
for control valves with up to
30 dimension variables for
each for use in Intergraph
Smart 3D (S3D).
We reference the Intergraph
shape and provide the 30
dimensions for each tag.
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Dimensional Data for Piping
• Fisher First 2.0 exports the .csv with control valve spec

and DDP Data.
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Dimensional Data for Piping
• Import Link Files from Emerson/Fisher
• The Link Files are data maps used by the Import Module to

read the data from a .CSV file and place it in the SPI
Database
• Four Link Files are provided:
–
–
–
–

Process Data with calculated Cv Values
General Specification with Sizing Data
Accessories Specification with Catalog Number
Dimensional Data for Piping with Valve Shape Group
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Dimensional Data for Piping
• SPI imports FF2 spec data and DDP data using link files
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Dimensional Data for Piping
• S3D has many new Standard shaped to handle Fisher

Control Valves.
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Dimensional Data for Piping
• The new “Standard” DDP Shapes consider the Valve,

Actuator, Hand wheel, and Positioner.
• They also add properties for Orientation and Maintenance
Area.

Example of 3D
valve shape
manually created
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Example of
Integraph 3D
shape used for
Fisher DDP

Control Valve
Photo
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Dimensional Data for Piping (DDP) data values are
published by tag within Intergraph.
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Using Intergraph Smart 3D, piping designer
inserts the control valve 3D shape into the pipeline.
101-PV-123

Select
Tag

Fisher
valve is
inserted
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VGlobeSRACT002
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VGlobeDACT002
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VRotarySRACT001
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VRotaryDACT001
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VAngGlobeSRACT001
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VAngGlobeDACT001
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V3WayGlobeSRACT001
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V3WayGlobeDACT001
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Pre-Requisites and Limitations
• Control Valve Spec Sheet data:

– To transfer SPI Spec Sheet data, customer must have
1. Intergraph SPI version 2009 R1 or greater.
2. And user must have user access rights to use the Intergraph Import utility in SPI.

– Note: If the EPC is using a custom valve spec sheet form in SPI, and if
there are fields with no equivalent field in First 2, then those field values will
not be populated. In most cases, we’ll have the fields the EPC needs.
• Dimensional Data for Piping (DDP):

– To transfer DDP data, the customer must have the following…
1. Intergraph SPI - version 2009 R1 or greater
2. Intergraph Smart 3D (S3D) - version 2011 R1 or greater
3. (Optional) Intergraph SmartPlant Foundation (SPF) - v2009 R4 or greater
4. And user must have user access rights to use the Intergraph Import utility in SPI.
– Standard Product Scope: Not all Fisher valves have dimensional data for piping,
such as special design valves. In general, if the outline drawing is available from
FF2, the standard DDP is available. A custom DDP file would need to be manually
populated (or traditional outline drawings can be submitted).
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Benefits
• EPC can complete piping design a couple weeks earlier. This allows spool

pieces to be released to piping fabricators a couple weeks earlier. This is often
critical path on the EPC’s project schedule.
• The manual effort to enter data sheet and dimensional data is

significantly reduced; neither the EPC, Emerson, nor the Fisher sales office
need to tediously manually populate thousands of dimensions in Excel files or
3D models on projects.
• By reducing manual data entry, there are fewer data entry errors.

Reduced Schedule, Effort, and Errors
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Thank You

